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Introduction 
 
The next Labour government and a Labour Treasury will deliver the biggest devolution of economic 
power and funding to England’s city and county regions in a generation. The purpose of this note is 
to set out how our plans to devolve £30 billion of funding over a Parliament will be at the heart of 
Labour’s first Spending Review. This should be the continuation of a real and substantive 
conversation between our local government leaders and Labour nationally.  
 
Labour’s plan is about ensuring every part of the country and all working people can benefit from 
economic recovery, not just a few. This means backing the cities, towns and regions of our country 
which are the engines of growth and job creation. 
 
Our goal is that local areas will be in the driving seat on key decisions affecting their local 
economies – with new powers over skills and back-to-work schemes, to drive house building, and 
to integrate, invest in and plan transport infrastructure. And we will let city and county regions keep 
all the additional business rates revenue generated by growth. 
 
These radical plans go much further than anything David Cameron and George Osborne are 
offering. And unlike the Tories, we won’t short-change areas which choose not to have an elected 
Mayor by giving them a second-class deal.  

 
Every part of England will benefit from Labour’s plans, not just a chosen few.  
 
  
  



1. Our Goal  
 
Our objective is to improve productivity and create high skilled, better paid jobs across the country. 
The next Labour Government will face difficult fiscal choices. This will mean ensuring that every 
pound the Government spends goes a further in delivering this objective.  

Empowering city and county regions to invest in critical infrastructure, support local businesses and 
improve skills and employability is a route to achieving this when there are fewer resources 
around.  

To this end, we have committed to introduce an English Devolution Act. This would enshrine in 
legislation the devolution of power and funding worth at least £30 billion over five years. This offer 
would be available to all city and county regions that come together to form Combined Authorities 
that are coterminous with and working effectively with reformed Local Enterprise Partnerships.  
 
Labour believes that Central Government must support and enable those areas which want to 
come together to build growth and prosperity.  

We believe that economic leadership locally cannot be imposed – but can be unleashed with the 
right powers, with a long term approach and with a clear and open offer. 

To do this, we must move beyond the ad hoc approach of this Government to a systemic transfer 
of funding and power that will be enduring and enshrined in legislation.  
 
The Current Approach 

In 2010 the Government scrapped the Regional Development Agencies leaving most regions 
without a strong regional economic voice. They have spent several years trying to put right their 
mistake but with no clear vision for most of the country. 
 
Instead of learning the right lessons from the strengths and weaknesses of the Regional 
Development Agencies approach, they have taken a piecemeal approach with devolution at the 
margins.  
 

The Government commissioned Lord Heseltine to report on how to drive growth – and his report 
recommended significant devolution of resources and powers to England. But his 
recommendations have been buried and ignored by this Government.  

Over the Parliament the Coalition Government has announced two waves of City Deals covering 
eight large cities and 20 small cities and towns, with deals varying from place to place.   

More recently, they have announced 38 local growth deals with Local Enterprise Partnerships. This 
gave every Local Enterprise Partnership the opportunity to bid for a share of a local growth fund 
worth £2bn in 2015/16. This funding pot was too small to drive real change and there was no 
attempt to build long term certainty into these deals.  

And crucially this required Local Enterprise Partnerships and Combined Authorities to bid into a 
national process on an ad hoc basis – this is in reality the opposite of devolution as it denies local 
areas the real ability to plan and drive forward change on their own account. And it gives central 
Government the final say on each and every project.  

Moreover, these deals have failed to deliver the governance changes required to embed strong 
economic leadership and strategic decision-making at the sub-national level. Although the 



Government has encouraged Local Enterprise Partnerships areas to consider creating Combined 
Authorities and Economic Prosperity Boards, only a handful are in the process of being (or have 
been) formed. Most places have opted for weaker ad hoc arrangements that have no basis for 
binding decision-making. At the same time, improvements in Local Economic Partnership capacity 
and governance have fallen short of creating strong independent bodies with real powers to drive 
economic development locally.   

Alongside this process much of policy in public services has tended in the opposite direction. Local 
leadership over schools and partnerships between schools have been replaced by thousands of 
schools having their main source of accountability being the Secretary of State’s desk in Whitehall.  

In part to mask the inconsistency and weakness of their approach, the Coalition have made a 
series of claims about their plans – much of which has turned out to be little more than rhetoric. 
This includes floating new funding and supporting HS3 whilst making no real commitment even to 
the second phase of HS2 – and stating their aim of turning the North of England into an economic 
“powerhouse” with no clear plan to do so.  

Labour’s Alternative 

Labour commissioned Lord Adonis to report in a wide ranging way on taking this agenda forward. 
Since he reported we have committed to devolving funding and power in a number of important 
ways. But our approach will be fundamentally different to the Government’s in a number of ways: 

 
• One clear offer on funding and powers for the regions that wish to take it up and meet our 

criteria for doing so, not piecemeal negotiations that vary place by place 

•  An offer that is universally available, covering county as well as city regions, and substantial 
enough to drive change on the ground 

• A stronger focus on institutional change and the capacity required to improve economic 
decision-making and local leadership 

• An approach rooted in a renewed drive on City and County economic development – 
building on a rising tide of civic democratic engagement to build greater and more extensive 
business and wider community engagement.  

This cannot be a priority for just one part of Government. If Whitehall is to drive through the change 
needed at the centre, and to work with civic and business leaders to deliver this culture change 
there must be a united focus across Government.  

 

 

  

  



 

2. Delivering Our Devolution Agenda  
 
a) Devolution offer  
 
Our starting point will be a radical offer open to all places.  

 
In this first phase it will devolve power and funding worth at least £30 billion over five years in 
areas recommended by the Adonis Review including: 
 

o Employment support – city and county regions would commission the Work 
Programme, getting the long term unemployed back to work 

o Transport and Housing – local and regional infrastructure funding would be 
devolved to city and county regions and more powers to work with local bus and 
train networks to drive improvement.  

o Skills – city and county regions would be allocated funding to commission 19+ 
further education provision based on local commissioning plans 

o Business support – funding for business support and enterprise projects would be 
devolved to city and county regions in return for matched private sector funding 
and/or in-kind contribution   

In addition to devolving funding to local areas, we have committed to going much further than the 
Government in devolving taxation by: 

• Allowing them to retain 100 per cent of additional business rates raised through growing 
businesses in their region.   

These powers will form the basis of a deal with city and county regions that want to take this major 
step forwards. 
 
The economic devolution package will be available to all city and county regions that have a 
coterminous Combined Authority and reformed Local Economic Partnership. 
 
The package will be agreed alongside a growth plan for the region that is agreed jointly by the 
Combined Authority and the Local Economic Partnership. Any area which has been able to agree 
a substantive growth strategy – along with the governance structures needed to take it forward – 
will be able to take up this plan. With no arbitrary conditions place on regions about particular 
democratic models such as directly elected metro mayors.  
 
In addition to the city and county region level of devolution, we also recognise that there are many 
decisions that will need to be taken at a more local level by individual authorities – such as local 
planning and neighbourhood regeneration. 
 
And equally there are some strategic decisions – for example the Northern Way process of 
transport planning across the North – where groups of Combined Authorities and LEPs will need to 
come together to establish strong strategic leadership across a wider area on specific issues. A 
Labour government will be determined to support these efforts.  
  



 
 

b) Devolution ask – Governance  
 
Our core objectives around governance are to:  
 

• Incentivise proper co-operation and strategic decision-making across a viable functional 
economic geography;  

• Encourage local authorities across this area to provide effective economic leadership, to 
pool resources, integrate economic development functions and make binding collective 
decisions to drive the economic performance of their area; 

• Encourage strong business leadership and engagement, bring private sector knowledge, 
input and challenge into economic decision-making and leverage private sector investment;  

• Institutionalise effective and durable private-public sector partnerships that are capable of 
driving improvements in economic performance across the local economy.    

This will mean strengthening and reforming Local Economic Partnerships and building strong 
democratic institutions at city and county level.   
 
Combined Authorities  

In order to better empower local leaders to drive jobs and growth and with a view to driving greater 
returns from every marginal pound of government expenditure, we will strengthen collective 
decision-making, accountability and the pooling of resources. To drive this, groups of local 
authorities will be asked to:  

• Come together across a functional economic area that is coterminous with a Local Economic 
Partnership. 

• Create Combined Authorities that will be responsible for driving growth across the area. 
Individual local authorities will transfer decision-making responsibility to these authorities 
through powers in the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009. 
To speed up the process, we would also need to amend the existing legislation to streamline 
and simplify the steps required to form Combined Authorities. 

• Pool economic development funding across the area. 

• Pool their economic development functions to create single economic development teams 
working to Combined Authorities to ensure economic development planning and delivery are 
integrated.  

Local Enterprise Partnerships  

LEPs will need to be strengthened in order to provide a strong, independent clear business voice in 
local economic growth strategies. However, to ensure that Local Economic Partnership s are 
legitimate bodies capable of providing leadership on City and County economic development, we 
will look for reforms in a number of ways:  

• Geography - Local Economic Partnerships will need to ensure boundaries represent a genuine 
functional economic geography. Whilst the majority of Local Economic Partnerships do 
currently reflect the economic footprint of their area, a handful do not. We will therefore require 
them to reconfigure their footprint and remove all overlaps. 



• Business representation –To ensure a more locally representative business voice, Local 
Economic Partnerships would be required to identify and bring in prominent business leaders, 
local chambers, local representatives of business organisations like FSB, the Chambers of 
Commerce, representatives of sector bodies, FE and University representatives, and trade 
unions. This will enable Local Economic Partnerships to have both the mandate and the 
network to more effectively identify and aggregate employer needs and priorities across the 
area working with Local Authorities. 

• Institutional capacity - independent Local Economic Partnerships will need to continue 
building their capacity to understand the issues facing businesses in their area and to develop 
and prioritise action plans. This will require them to have their own analytical and strategic 
resource (and capacity building funding) to enable them to come to an independent and 
informed view on key priorities for the economic strategy which they will then set with the 
Combined Authority.  
 

• Clear status and remit – to ensure that Local Economic Partnerships become enduring 
institutions, we will seek to formalise their status and responsibilities as local economic 
development institutions and underpin this in legislation.   
 

c) Devolution ask – Single Economic Strategy with Dual Key   
 
Each region would be required to produce an economic strategy for their area setting out key 
priorities for infrastructure investment, employment and skills and business support and investment 
in order to access devolved funding. The economic strategy would be jointly produced and agreed 
by Combined Authorities and Local Economic Partnerships in a dual key arrangement, ensuring 
strong democratic and business leadership and ownership.  
 
Each strategy would be backed by a single investment plan with a pipeline of projects/programmes 
that are agreed by the Combined Authority and Local Economic Partnership. Funding from a range 
of sources (Combined Authority, local economic development funding, Local Economic Partnership 
allocated funding, European Structural Funds, matched private sector investment and 
contributions) should then be bought together and allocated as part of the investment plan for the 
area. This should drive the strategic investment needed locally and deliver the governance 
changes necessary over time.    
 
d) Timelines  
 
To maintain pace and momentum we will aim to agree a final devolution settlement in a year after 
we come to office. This will give both Whitehall and local areas a finite window to act:   
 

• At the start of a new Labour government we will kick off the process by calling on all city 
and county regions to begin putting in place their governance arrangements and developing 
or updating their economic strategies.  
 

• We will pass legislation in the first session to lock in the process and enshrine a new 
settlement.  

 
• All departments will be asked to identify budget lines to be devolved in an early spending 

review, totalling £30bn over 5 years.   
 

• Final devolution settlement will be announced by spring 2016.  
 
 
  



Efficiency, reform and public services 
 
Because we are determined to support city and county regions to drive jobs and economic growth 
in their areas this is the focus of the first part of this paper. 
 
But in the wider area of the delivery of public services there has also been a great deal of work 
both on the ground and in our policy-making process.  
 
The work of the Local Government Innovation Taskforce has been very influential – and has been 
taken forward a part of Labour’s Zero Based Review. 
 
We have set out an approach to public service reform and local government funding which builds 
on the recommendations of the Local Government Innovation taskforce.  
 
Too often in the past reforms such as those set out in the Adonis review and the Local Government 
Innovation Taskforce have been stymied by Whitehall inertia, as has been the case with the 
Heseltine review which the current Government blocked. 
 
A Labour Treasury will be at the forefront of working with the DCLG, other departments and local 
government to change this culture and give the power and freedom to local areas to make those 
savings. And we know that the way Whitehall works will need to change 
 
The principles guiding our approach include;  
 

• Fairer funding 
• Longer term multi-year budget settlements 
• Supporting rather than obstructing Local Government reform 
• Greater freedom over budgets and ring-fences and public services 
• Clear plans to drive efficiencies through shared services, collaboration and organisational 

change in partnership with central government. 
 
Alongside a range of recommendations and best practice for local government the Innovation 
Taskforce report argued that central government needed to do more to support councils and 
Combined Authorities to drive better services, innovation and efficiency. This included: 

 
• Devolving budgets to local areas 
• Encouraging pooled budgeting and cross service working  
• Ensuring longer-term funding settlements which give local government the time to 

plan for real and lasting reform and efficiency 
• Prioritising early intervention and prevention 

 
Fairer funding 
 
The Government chose to unfairly cut the budgets of local authorities in the most deprived areas of 
the country significantly more than those in the least deprived. Households living in the 10 most 
disadvantaged local authorities in Britain have suffered cuts in spending power 16 times greater 
than those in the 10 wealthiest areas. 
  
While almost every local authority has faced cuts, a handful of some of the least deprived councils 
in the country have actually seen an increase in their spending power under this Government.   
 
Local authorities are left facing a huge funding gap that will dramatically increase by 2020 unless 
we redesign the way we provide local services and provide a fairer funding formula for local 
government linked to need.   
 



The next Labour Government will implement a fairer funding system to ensure that those 
communities who need the most support are not unfairly targeted to bear the brunt of funding cuts. 
The framework will include the introduction of longer-term financial settlements. 
 
Supporting Reform 
 
Central Government can support long-termism and pooling of budgets which is needed to drive 
real savings through reform, prevention and collaboration, but many of the largest efficiency 
savings depend on organisations – including local authorities themselves – sharing senior staff and 
management resources across more than one local area. 
 
Labour local authorities are leading the way in linking up with neighbouring councils to share 
services. Councils are sharing back office – and frontline – services more now than ever before, 
with joint procurement and pooled staffing. Most district councils are now hiring shared chief 
executives for dual authorities as a matter of course.  
 

• By pooling staff and resources, North East Derbyshire and Bolsover councils saved 
£1.5 million a year.  

 
• A recent report found that Mid Suffolk have delivered £1.6 million in annually 

recurring savings while Cotswold and West Oxfordshire have delivered £2.06 million 
and Redditch and Bromsgrove have saved £2.45 million.  

 
• Waltham Forest Council is bringing together employment, skills and business 

support provision into one department and co-locating Jobcentre Plus staff at the 
council. 

 
Two tier areas should be supported to explore the scope to become ‘Virtual Unitaries’, creating a 
much more tightly integrated and governed approach to collaboration, which preserves individual 
districts but integrates many of their services under a single joint-commissioning structure and 
saves money. 
 
The previous Labour Government helped local government to make efficiency savings.  Local 
authorities were given powers to merge and change their boundaries and in 2009 a series of local 
authority reorganisations brought together district and county councils and created new unitary 
bodies. The current Tory-led Government stopped those in their tracks and are continuing to resist 
local authorities’ voluntary proposals to reorganise from the bottom-up.  
 
This Government and Whitehall should be doing more to empower local councils, like 
Warwickshire or Leicestershire who see from the bottom up the benefits and who are actively 
debating whether to reorganise.   
 
Long term budgets 
 
Labour in Government will ensure that councils are supported and empowered to make this step 
up in collaboration. We will build this expectation into our local funding reforms using the 
experience of those authorities who have done the most in terms of collaboration and bottom-up 
reorganisation as the benchmark. 
 
Multi-year budgets will enable councils to better overcome any up-front costs associated with the 
kinds of reforms set out above and in order to maximise savings to protect the frontline. And we will 
not stand in the way, as this Government has done, of councils which want to make more 
fundamental organisational change.  
 
Longer term funding settlements will form part of the ‘New English Deal’ between central 
government and all local public services with a Labour Government.  
Greater freedom over budgets and public services 



 
Building on the recommendations of the Local Government Innovation Taskforce, the next Labour 
Government will make a pledge to communities to deliver the outcomes they want from their public 
services.  
 
We will give local people the freedoms and powers to redesign services to deliver with fewer 
resources. These changes will put communities in charge, which in turn will allow them to protect 
what is important to them when times are tough, as well as deliver innovative improvements when 
additional money is available. This reform agenda will centre on three core principles: power to 
people, better collaboration across services, and prevention. 
 
For example the next Labour Government will drive forward an agenda to integrate health and 
social care, including faster progress on the integration of single budgeting for health and care 
expenditure building on the ‘year of care funding’ concept highlighted in the Commission on Whole 
Person Care chaired by Sir John Oldham.  
 
And we have made clear the importance of joined up accountability in Local Government in our 
reforms which will involve scrapping Police and Crime Commissioners and giving Local 
Government a role in our new police accountability model– but also in driving school standards 
through school standards commissioners.  
 
  
Clear plans to drive efficiencies through shared services, collaboration and organisational 
change  
 
This rich agenda for change in the way central and local government work together will be a vital 
part of how we as Labour Government get more for less – and improve services and the power of 
local government to drive growth and create jobs.  
 
But this is not the whole story. Clearly if local government is to be given more power and freedom 
and more resources, taxpayers need to be reassured that this is being spent in the most effective 
way possible. 
 
So we will ensure that hand in hand with these additional powers, resources and freedoms, local 
authorities work together and with central government to deliver a step-change in the structural and 
organisational efficiencies which the best councils are already delivering.  
 
We will make it a statutory requirement to create local Public Accounts Committees to assess 
value for money and effectiveness of services in every place. Proper scrutiny of all public services 
is required in every community, regardless of which organisations are delivering them, to make 
sure that public money, whether from Whitehall or the town hall, is being well spent.  
 
Total net current expenditure excluding education services and public health services in English 
local government was £76.1 billion in 2014-15. The typical efficiency saving from those authorities 
who have chosen to collaborate through voluntary streamlining and bottom-up reorganisation is 
similar in percentage terms and overall has been 2% of total expenditure in those areas.  
 
This represents the equivalent of about £1.5 billion, but we know that local government has already 
led the way in delivering these kinds of savings.  So given the important progress already made by 
many local authorities and the savings that have been achieved in some areas, the scope for 
savings has narrowed in recent years.  
 
However, with a renewed focus on achieving savings in this area, a reasonable goal is that a third 
of this saving can be achieved across England. This would ensure that through further sharing of 
services, collaboration and – where local areas want it – organisational change, over £500 million 
annually could potentially be released from 2016/17 onwards, which would reduce the pressure to 
find cuts from the frontline. 
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